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SECTION 33
1. In page 24, line 18, to delete “section” where it firstly occurs and substitute

“sections”.
— Senator Rónán Mullen.

2. In page 24, lines 20 and 21, to delete all words from and including “It” in line
20 down to and including “in” in line 21 and substitute the following:

“The Minister may, in the interest of public safety and security, by order prohibit
the facilitation or engagement in”.

—Senator Rónán Mullen.

3. In page 24, line 22, after “shooting” to insert the following:

“save and except any firearm used for legitimate and controlled sporting purposes
as may be specified in Regulations”.

—Senator Eugene Regan.

4. In page 24, between lines 40 and 41, to insert the following:

“(5) For the purposes of this section, an activity shall not be designated ‘practical
or dynamic shooting’ by reason alone that it entails the use of specified firearms
and/or that it entails aiming and firing at particular targets in rapid succession where
the said targets are not designed to represent human or animal figures, and where no
combat or other defence techniques are entailed in the said activity.”.

—Senator Rónán Mullen.

5. In page 24, between lines 40 and 41, to insert the following:

“4D.—The Minister may regulate any sport carrying or including the designation
“practical or dynamic shooting” so as to ensure the practice of the said sport or
sports in a manner that protects public safety and security.”.

—Senator Rónán Mullen.
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